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Draw a comic strip to show how a bee pollinates a flower! Use 
the descriptions to help you.

1. Attracted by the smell of nectar and its 
colourful petals, a bee flies over to a flower.

2. As it drinks the nectar, pollen from the 
stamen sticks to the bee. 

3. The bee flies off in search of another flower full of juicy nectar!

4. As the bee drinks from the new flower, the 
pollen it was carrying sticks to the stigma.

5. The flower is pollinated! Seeds start to 
grow inside the ovary.
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Draw a comic strip to show how a bee pollinates a flower! Use 
the Word Bank to complete the descriptions.

Word Bank stamen  stigma  nectar  
   petals  ovary   Seeds

1. Attracted by the smell of nectar and its 
colourful ______, a bee flies over to a flower.

2. As it drinks the __________, pollen from 
the _________ sticks to the bee. 

3. The bee flies off in search of another flower full of juicy nectar!

4. As the bee drinks from the new flower, the 
pollen it was carrying sticks to the __________.

5. The flower is pollinated! _________ start 
to grow inside the __________.
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Draw a comic strip to show how a bee pollinates a flower! Use 
the Word Bank to help you write descriptions of each picture.

Word Bank flower pollen  stamen petal   
   nectar pollinate ovary  stigma 
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1. Cover the square in the middle of the page with double-sided 
sticky tape. 

2. Carefully dissect a flower using your fingers or tweezers, then 
attach the pieces to the sticky tape.

3. Cover the dissected flower with sticky-backed plastic or regular 
sticky tape.

4. Use the Word Bank to help you label the dissected flower.

Word Bank
    Petal  Anther Style  Filament 
  Stem  Stigma  Ovary  Sepal

How many sepals did your flower have?

How many petals did your flower have?

How many stamen did your flower have?

Use a hand lens to look closely at the 
stamen and the stigma. What can you see?
Use a hand lens to look closely at the 
stamen and the stigma. What can you see?
Use a hand lens to look closely at the 
stamen and the stigma. What can you see?
Use a hand lens to look closely at the 
stamen and the stigma. What can you see?


